
The Core Word 
Classroom –
supporting 
students with 
communication 
disorders.

Aims: 
◦ Give practical knowledge that can be used 

straight away in any classroom to support 
student language development.

◦ To communicate the importance of modelling 
language to all students using a range of 
communication strategies.

◦ To use core words as an effective way to give 
students a voice.
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Key Messages
◦ It takes a long time to develop a receptive vocabulary to symbol-based language

◦ core words will help students make the most of a limited vocabulary

◦ In order to use Augmentative Alternative Communication systems (AAC) students must see how it is 
used



Language Development (AlHammid, 2017; Sennott, Light, & McNaughton, 2016)

“The average 18 month old child has been exposed to 4380 hours of oral language at a rate of 8 
hours per day from birth. A child who has a communication system and receives speech therapy 
two times a week for 20-30 minute sessions will reach this same amount of exposure in 84 
years” – Jane Korsten 

Typical Development:
o Large number of speech models
o Rich language interactions
o Rapidly acquire spoken language ability in 

proportion to the quality and quantity of 
interactions

Children using AAC:
o Rarely see models of AAC
o Much less likely to interact with others using 

AAC
o Lack of early language acquisition impacts the 

development of early communication skills



Reasons to communicate

1. Express needs and wants

2. Give and receive information

3. Social interaction

Interrelated



Reasons to use AAC (Romski & Sevcik, 2005)

1. Augment natural speech

2. Provide a means for communication

3. Provide input and output for communication

4. Language intervention



Myths of AAC use (Romski and Sevcik, 2005)

1. AAC is a last-resort in language development

2. AAC hinders or stops further language development

3. Children must have a certain set of skills to benefit from AAC

4. Speech-generating devices are only for children with intact cognition

5. Children must be a certain age to be able to benefit from AAC

6. There is a representational hierarchy of symbols from objects to written 
words



Core Words (Snodgrass, Stoner, & Angell)

Our students may not develop a large vocabulary 
of expressive language

Core words allow people to make the most of a 
limited vocabulary

Abstract and used across contexts

They can be combined to make meaning

Meaning is constructed within different contexts

Has been taught successfully to students with 
multiple and severe disabilities



School-wide vocabulary



Principles of AAC use (PAMPER)
Presume competence

◦ Environment immersed in language and communication

◦ Right tools for communication (based on access, not ‘ability’)

◦ Explicit teaching strategies

◦ Time to develop skills

Access to a balanced vocabulary
◦ Core words

◦ Fringe words

◦ Alphabet

Model Model Model

Phrases, pre-stored messages, and individual words still used

Encourage spontaneous utterances

Repetition  
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The importance of modelling (Sennott, Light, & McNaughton, 2016)

Asymmetry between language input and output for those using AAC

Many methods of modelling but all contain modelling AAC as you speak and engaging in natural 
conversation

Modelling interventions show
↑ Communication turns taken

↑ Vocabulary

↑ Multi-symbol utterances

↑ Use of inflections
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Modelling Do’s (and don’ts…)

Model one more word than the student is using

Model without expecting anything in return

Model key words while speaking fluently 

Don’t worry about grammar

Model the same words in many different contexts 

Model more comments than questions

Model thinking aloud



Angela and Jay



Planning for core words
Words/whys/ways

Choosing core words
1. Set a goal

2. Plan activities

3. model



School planning this term
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Core words across the curriculum
Descriptive teaching model
oMore exposure to core words in different contexts

o Increase comprehension and engagement 

oMore access to the vocabulary used to describe concepts

o Increased access to concepts rather than learning words

o Increased access to curriculum

o Decrease time spent making resources!



Descriptive teaching



Core word 
game



forces



Core word 
game



map



Core word 
game



photosynthesis
compass

gravity



Core word 
game



The Power of Core Words



Summary and conclusion (Hattie, 2008)

oPerson-centred

oBuild teacher-student relationships

oEmpathic

“…anyone who wants to learn will learn… 
maybe a teacher is a facilitator, a person 
who puts things down and shows them 
how wonderful they are and asks them to 
eat.” – Carl Rogers
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